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SOCA?

• Promote esprit de corps among Corvette enthusiasts.
• Create interest in the Corvette as a true dual-purpose
sports car.
• Provide a means of technical information and service to
members.
•

November Birthdays

4
7
9
16

Next Club Social
The next club social on October 19 is at Si Casa Flores,
202 NE Beacon Dr., Grants Pass, at 6:00 p.m.
Please RSVP to Pat Dobson at:
pdobson0503@icloud.com or (541) 664-4506

Encourage dealer and manufacturer cooperation.

• Organize and promote events of a social nature and
provide social gatherings for enthusiasts with common
interest.
• Sponsor or participate in activities to benefit the
community through recognized charities as selected by
the members of the Association.

November Anniversaries

18
20
24
1978

Bob & Yolanda Bruton
Dale & Dee Yellin
Ken & Judy Axling
Don & Chris Wilson

Upcoming Meetings
General Membership Meeting, November 6, 2019, 7:00 p.m.
Rogue River Community Center, 132 Broadway St., Rogue River

Visitors are always welcome!

September Social
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2019/2020 Southern Oregon Corvette Association (SOCA) Events

Club meeting (Wed.)

Nov Dec 2019
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(* 2nd Wed.*)

OCTOBER
October Social
NOVEMBER
Daylight Savings
November Social
Thanksgiving
DECEMBER
Parade
Social

19 – Si Casa Flores restaurant, 202 NE Beacon Dr., Grants Pass, at 6:00 p.m.
3 – DST ends
16 – location and details TBA
28 – Thanksgiving holiday
7 – Grants Pass Christmas Parade, details TBA
15 (*Sunday night*) – SOCA Christmas Party, Grants Pass Golf Club, 230 Espey Rd., Grants
Pass, details TBA

Jim Sigel Show & Shine

Cave Junction Parade
For additional events, information and links … see the SOCA website “Events Page:” https://www.sovette.com/events
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Techin & Toolin

What Does the Check Engine Light Really Mean?
How to determine whether your car has a loose gas cap - or a serious engine problem
Consumer Reports - December 19, 2018

You’re driving along in your car or truck and suddenly a yellow light illuminates on your dash telling you to check
or service your engine. If you’re like most car owners, you have little idea about what that light is trying to tell you
or how you should react.
Call it the most misunderstood indicator on your dashboard: The check engine light can mean many different
things, from a loose gas cap to a seriously misfiring engine.
“It doesn’t mean you have to pull the car over to the side of the road and call a tow truck,” says Dave Cappert
of the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence, an organization that tests and certifies auto
technicians and is based in Virginia. “It does mean you should get the car checked out as soon as possible.”
Ignore that warning and you could end up damaging expensive components. It can also be a sign that your car
is getting poor fuel economy and emitting higher levels of pollutants.
What the Light Means
The check engine light is part of your car’s so-called onboard diagnostics system. Since the 1980s, computers
increasingly have controlled and monitored vehicle performance, regulating such variables as engine speed, fuel
mixture, and ignition timing. In modern cars, a computer also tells the automatic transmission when to shift.
When it finds a problem in the electronic-control system that it can’t correct, a computer turns on a yellow warning
indicator labeled “check engine,” “service engine soon,” or “check powertrain.” Or the light may be nothing more
than a picture of an engine, perhaps with the word “check.”
In addition to turning on the light — known as the “International Check Engine Symbol” — the computer stores
a “trouble code” in its memory that identifies the source of the problem, such as a malfunctioning sensor or a
misfiring engine. The code can be read with an electronic scan tool or a diagnostic computer—standard
equipment in auto repair shops. There are also several relatively inexpensive code readers that are designed for
do-it-yourselfers.
The code will typically just point you in the direction of the problem, and still requires an experienced professional
to fully diagnose and repair the issue. With the cost of a shop performing a diagnosis costing around $90, many
car owners are turning to the internet to find the cause and remedy. This can work in some instances, but when
in doubt, seek professional automotive help.
What to Do About the Check Engine Light
If the check engine light illuminates, it will either blink or remain constantly illuminated, depending on the problem.
A blinking light, or in some cars a red light instead of a yellow or orange light, indicates a problem that needs
immediate attention. Either way, you should have the vehicle checked by a mechanic.
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In late-model cars, a blinking light usually indicates an engine misfire so severe that unburned fuel is being
dumped into the exhaust system, where it can quickly damage the catalytic converter, leading to an expensive
repair. If that happens, you should reduce power and have the car or truck looked at as soon as possible.
If the light is steady, the problem is not an emergency, but you should schedule an appointment as soon as
possible. Today’s automotive computers often try to compensate when there’s a problem, so you might not notice
deterioration in performance, even though your fuel mileage might be suffering and your vehicle emitting
unacceptable levels of hydrocarbons and other pollutants.
“The customer is really, in the long run, potentially hurting their pocketbook by leaving that light on and ignoring
it,” says Jim Collins, a national training team leader for Ford Motor Co. In some extreme cases, the car’s computer
may reduce power for you as it tries to limit the risk of damage.
If the check engine light comes on, here are some tips on what you should do:
•

•
•

•

Look for a serious problem that requires immediate attention. Check your dashboard gauges and lights
for indications of low oil pressure or overheating. These conditions mean you should pull over and shut off
the engine as soon as you can find a safe place to do so. On some cars, a yellow check engine light means
investigate the problem and a red one means stop right now.
Try tightening your gas cap. This can often solve the problem. Keep in mind that it may take several trips
before the light resets. Some vehicles have a separate indicator that warns of a loose gas cap.
Reduce speed and load. If the check engine light is blinking or you notice any serious performance
problems, such as a loss of power, reduce your speed and try to reduce the demands on the engine. For
example, it would be a good idea to stop towing a trailer. Have the car checked as soon as possible to prevent
expensive damage.
Use built-in diagnostic services, if available. Many modern cars have integrated remote diagnostic capabilities,
with the ability to report on trouble codes and schedule a service appointment. Today, many automakers—
including Fiat Chrysler, Ford, Hyundai, Jaguar/Land Rover, and Volvo—support remote diagnostics and the ability
to schedule a service appointment.
Disclaimer - Discretion is advised. The preceding information may not apply to specific vehicles or all circumstances. Always refer to the
manufacturer’s specifications, service manuals, technical data and product information.
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